




















The  transformers  are  designed  for  electrical  energy  transforming  in  power  sy stems  and  at  
consumers  by  outdoor or  indoor  installation  under  temperate  (minus  45  to  plus  40 °Ñ)  or  cold              
(minus  60  to  plus  40 °Ñ)  climate.  The environment  shall  be  inexplosive,  with  dust  content  
concentrations  not  affecting  negatively  the  transformer parameters  to  inadmissible  limits.  Transformers  
should  not  be  operated  under  conditions  of  jolting,  vibration, shocks  and  chemically  active  environment.  
Operative  altitude  is 1000  m  max.

Rated  frequency  makes up 50  Hz.  The  voltage  regulation  within    5  %  range  is  carried  out  with      
a  fully  de-energized transformer  through  HV-winding  tap-changing  in  2.5  %  steps.

The  transformer  L V-side  neutral  input  is  rated  for  continuous  operation  at  the  current  equal         
to  100  % rated current  of  LV-winding.

The  temperature  induced  variations  of  the  oil  volume  are  accomodated  by  the  tank  wall  
corrugations  flexible deformation.

Oil  level  control  is  provided  by  a  float  type  oil-level  indicator.
16  …  63  kV A  transformers  are  fitted  with  safety  valve  for  tank  overpressure  prevention.
As  an  option  it  is  provided  as  follows:

electric-contact  pressure-vacuum  gage  for  internal  pressure  control;
liquid-in-glass  thermometer  for  oil  top  layers  temperature  measurement;
manometric signaling thermometer for measurement of oil top layers temperature and external electric 
circuits  control.

250  …  2500  kV A  transformers  are  fitted  with  carrying  rollers  for  transformer  moving                             
(for  160  kV A  –  as  an  option).







At a Customer's order transformers can be manufactured for operation under tropical climate 
conditions at the altitudes over 1000 m above sea level, with no-load and short-circuit losses differing 
from those indicated in Table 1, having various winding connection/vector groups.

Table 2 lists parameters of the transformers tailored according to specific orders for supplies to 
Europe, Asia, Africa, Central and Latin America countries.





1600 20 550.4 Dyn11 61400050 4715196014002100712200

1000 20 550.4 Dyn11 6950050 3220186012701930681400

630 20 550.4 Dyn11 6560050 230516951010157565940

400 20 550.4 Dyn11 6385050 15951535910142563750

200 20 550.4 Dyn11 4240050 10101510810112559500

100 20 550.4 Dyn11 4147550 605130082597554260

50 20 550.4 Dyn11 487550 515127079095050145
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25 20 550.4 Dyn11 460050 340120573090050130

Special transformers for Syrian Arab Republic  market 
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Three-phase dry-type power transformers with cast resin insulation, with voltage up to 10 kV 
are intended for transforming of a.c. energy in power networks and at energy consumers,
of 50 Hz rated frequency.

The transformers are designed for indoor operation, under temperate climate conditions 
(minus 45 to plus 40 °С). Relative air humidity at 15 °С makes up 75%. The environment shall be 
inexplosive, with dust content concentrations not a�ecting the transformer parameters to 
inadmissible limits. Operation altitude 1000 m max.

The transformers are equipped with SIEMENS windings. The insulation thermal-endurance is  
F class. For windings insulation epoxy compound with a quartz �ller is applied. Additionally the 
windings are reinforced with �berglass which excludes cracking of epoxy compound even under 
the transformer overload. GEAFOL does not exert deleterious e�ect on environment, does not 
develop toxic gases even under arc discharges. Owing to such insulation the windings are 
maintenance-free.

Transformers are able to be operated in the networks exposed to lightning and switching 
over-voltages. They are of low noise level and of high withstandability against short-circuit 
currents.

Transformers provide full ecological and �re safety, can be installed in the places requiring 
increased safety (underground, mines, cinema, domestic and municipal buildings), in the places 
with high requirements for safe environment (water intake stations, athletic facilities, health 
resort zones), at industrial enterprises, iron-andsteel works, chemical plants, power plants in close 
proximity to load centers, that allows to avoid expenses connected with erection of electric 
power substations. The transformers provide saving of distributing bus-bars and low-voltage 
cables, reduce their electric losses.

Voltage regulation within ± 5 % range is carried out by 2,5 % steps at a fully deenergized 
transformer through resetting of jumpers.

For overheat protection the transformers are equipped with thermister controlled devices 
inbuilt in LV-windings . For power increase up to 30 % transformers can be �tted with air fans 
automatically controlled.

Noise level of transformers with operating fans does not exceed 80 dBA. At a Customer's 
order vibration damping supports can be delivered as an option.

Transformers are manufactured of various protection degrees: IР00, IР21, IР31. At a 
Customer's order the transformers may have characteristics di�ering from those indicated in 
Tables 3, 4, and be of any desired design and climatic versions.
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